FACILITATOR SECRETS TO ENERGIZE & ENGAGE
FOR TRAINERS
Why this course:

Trainers need training too. Let’s face it; we get bored doing the “same old thing” all the time, and our learners can
get bored too. Cutting edge trainers thrive on fresh ideas because energized and excited learners retain more,
learn more and rate our courses higher!
You’ll experience 20+ techniques that drive home learning as a participant. Then, discover how each one can be
adapted to your courses, cultural climate and even your own personal training style.
Just adding a few simple, energizing and stimulating engagements can dramatically increase the return on
investment. And, your learners will demand YOU because your training workshops are fun AND productive.

Learn how to:

Ideal for:

Duration:

Special
Features:

Agenda:

Facilitate 20+ easily adaptable trainer techniques that will energize your workshops, engage your learners,
and make learning stick.

§

Trainers who are looking for fresh techniques and activities to motivate and engage learners.

§

The kick-off or closing day of a staff development retreat for training facilitators.

One or two days (The two day version allows time to fully test drive and receive feedback for engagements you
develop for YOUR courses so you can implement them right away.)

§

85-page resource workbook full of practical, fun and easily adaptable ideas.

§

Develop and test an engagement activity for one of your courses and receive feedback from other trainers
before you implement it.

A. Ignite Your Engines: On Your Mark, Get Set, Go!
B. Dynamize* Your Training: Energize throughout the Training Life Cycle
•

“Wow!” on Arrival

•

Launching the Training

•

Clever Transitions

•

Teaching Content

•

Bringing it Home Debriefing

*dynamize [dahy-nu-mahyz] verb
To make more active, productive,
powerful or effectual; to energize

C. Mastermind Ideas to Enhance Your Workshop
D. Activate Your Learning: Field Test an Engagement of Your Own
E. Launch Your Plan: Prepare to Dynamize* Your Workshops
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